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This essay identifies opportunities to enhance interagency integration at the strategic and operational levels for the global war on terrorism. It begins with an assessment of strategic leadership in the formulation and implementation of national security strategy and policy, in general, and counterterrorism strategy and policy, in particular. The essay concludes that the nation lacks an institutionalized mechanism within the National Security Council (NSC) structure to monitor the implementation of national security and counterterrorism strategy and policy. The essay also identifies a pronounced gap in the nation's capability to integrate all the elements of national power at the operational level. It further recommends the establishment of a new senior position on the NSC staff, the Director of National Security Operations (DNSO), supported with a small interagency staff, to monitor the implementation of national security strategy and policy and to close the national operational planning and execution gap. The essay then proposes several initiatives to enhance the capabilities of selected, key existing interagency counterterrorism capabilities and new enabling capabilities to enhance interagency integration in the pursuit of national security and counterterrorism objectives.
This essay identifies opportunities to enhance American interagency integration at the
strategic and operational levels for the global war on terrorism (GWOT). It begins with an
assessment of strategic leadership in the formulation and implementation of national security
strategy and policy, in general, and counterterrorism strategy and policy, in particular. The
essay concludes that while the Bush Administration has wielded a clear and unified vision and
strategy for winning the war on terrorism, demonstrating effective organization and management
of the National Security Council (NSC) system in the formulation of strategy and policy, the
nation currently lacks an institutionalized mechanism within the NSC structure to monitor the
implementation of national security and counterterrorism strategy and policy. The essay also
identifies a pronounced gap in the nation's capability to integrate all the elements of national
power at the operational level. The essay recommends the establishment of a new senior
position on the NSC staff, the Director of National Security Operations (DNSO), supported by a
small interagency staff, to monitor the implementation of national security strategy and policy,
and to close the national operational planning and execution gap.

The essay then proposes several initiatives to enhance the capabilities of selected, key
existing interagency counterterrorism capabilities. Finally, the essay recommends the creation
of new enabling capabilities to enhance interagency integration in the pursuit of national security
and counterterrorism objectives.

Interagency Integration at the Strategic Level

The primary intent of Congress in passing the National Security Act of 1947 was to
integrate all the elements of national power in the pursuit of national security objectives.¹
Congress had witnessed President Roosevelt’s excessive compartmentalization of critical
national programs and his frequent exclusion of key Cabinet members from national security
decision making, and wanted to prevent the recurrence of such practices in successive
administrations. Examples of these debilitating practices include the decision not to inform Vice
President Harry S. Truman of the Manhattan Project and the intentional exclusion of Secretary
of State Cordell Hull from war council meetings during World War II.

In the six decades since the passage of the National Security Act of 1947, a number of
scholars, former and sitting presidents and senior government officials, presidential candidates,
presidential commissions, think tanks and media pundits have offered their assessments of how
presidents from Truman to George W. Bush have exercised leadership and organized their
administrations to accomplish the nation’s national security objectives. This essay asserts that the Eisenhower administration provides the best model for effective presidential organization and management of the NSC staff and should be institutionalized.

The characteristics of the Eisenhower administration that appear most desirable are the following: 1) inclusion of all key principals and not just statutory members of the NSC in the formulation of strategy, policy and national security decision making; 2) restriction of the role of national security adviser to a low-visibility one of coordination and not one of policy advocacy; 3) organizational design of the NSC to allow policy development by the principals of the Cabinet rather than the national security advisor or the NSC staff through the mechanism of the Policy Planning Board (PPB) with representatives of the departments at the Under Secretary level; 4) organizational design of the NSC to permit the evaluation of policy implementation via the Operational Control Board (OCB), with representation similar to that of the PPB; and 5) a process approach designed to ensure that the President receive alternative points of view or even outright dissent via the procedure of outlining “splits” in the margins of policy documents presented to the President for decision.

The Eisenhower administration is the only one to include each of these characteristics since the passage of the National Security Act of 1947. Indeed, other administrations compromised national security and their own political futures on a number of occasions by deviating from this organizational and process model. For example, President Kennedy, acting both on a campaign pledge to “humanize” the NSC and citing the findings of the recently published Jackson Subcommittee Hearings, dismantled the formal organization of the NSC, dissolving both the PPB and the OCB. Former Kennedy aide Ted Sorenson later admitted that this decision was ill-advised and contributed in no small part in President Kennedy failing to hear alternative points of view that could have led him to disapprove the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion. Presidents Ford and Carter both initially disbanded the Eisenhower innovation of using a chief of staff only to reinstate this position after learning they could not effectively manage the White House staff without one. Richard Nixon consciously sought to downgrade the position of Secretary of State by selecting William Rogers, who had no experience in foreign affairs, in order to emphasize his own central role in foreign policy formulation. President Carter failed to include Secretary of State Cyrus Vance at the meeting where he announced his decision to proceed with the hostage rescue operation that ended in failure in Iran. Several presidents allowed their national security advisors to usurp the Secretary of State’s role as primary advisor for foreign affairs and few have kept their national security advisors from taking
active policy advocacy roles as opposed to merely coordinating the activities and advising the
NSC principals.

The principals of the George W. Bush administration, including those who have left the
administration, have yet to record their memoirs or speak publicly about the detailed workings of
the Bush NSC, but one can make certain inferences regarding the administration’s interagency
integration at the strategic level. First, President Bush, in his initial National Security
Presidential Directive (NSPD 1), laid out a new structure for the NSC with four levels: the
President, the Principals Committee, the Deputies Committee and a series of Policy
Coordination Committees (PCCs) organized along functional and regional areas of interest. He
also used this document to expand the audience of the NSC beyond the statutory requirements.
Records of NSC principals and deputies committee meetings indicate not only broad
representation by responsible departments and agencies but also indicate that the attending
officials (usually at least Under Secretaries) are sufficiently senior to effectively represent their
principals. Second, there is no indication that any principals have been excluded from the
process of national security decision making or policy formulation. Third, the Bush national
security strategy and supporting functional strategies each emphasize the integration of all
elements of national power. So it would appear that the President has organized his
administration to ensure full interagency participation in advising him regarding national security
decision making and the formulation of strategy and policy. What is not known yet, due to the
paucity of evidence from the participants, is whether alternative views have been allowed or
even encouraged as they were in the Eisenhower administration. One unanswered question is
whether the current administration, in its efforts to work in a spirit of collegiality, has failed to
advise the President of policy disputes or divergent opinions of the principals.

President Bush acted with decisiveness, clarity and alacrity in laying out the strategic
vision for America’s counterterrorism efforts following the terrorist attacks on 11 September
2001 and this initial expression of strategic vision was followed by a succession of major efforts
over time to include inter alia: the swift defeat of the Taliban and dispersion of al-Qaeda forces
in Afghanistan; the publication of a completely revised National Security Strategy (NSS) in
September 2002; the establishment of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the
publication of a national counterterrorism strategy in 2003; the authorization of the position of
a Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and the creation of the National Counterterrorism
Center (NCTC) in 2004; and the publication of the first national intelligence strategy in October
2005. Each of these events shares one thing in common: they all emphasize the need to
employ all the elements of national power in the war on terror.
Taken together, the National Security Strategy and the subordinate implementing strategies of the various departments and agencies, along with policies promulgated in the form of presidential directives and selected congressional legislation, constitute the national-strategic level guidelines for American policy to combat terrorism both at home and abroad. The Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff publish the National Defense Strategy and the National Military Strategy, respectively. The State Department publishes its overarching strategy in several documents to include the Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2004 to 2009 which outlines State’s broad objectives for diplomacy and international development, the Department’s Annual Performance Plan, State Department regional bureau and functional bureau Annual Performance Plans, and chief of mission annual Mission Performance Plans (MPPs). Each of these documents addresses how the organization will support and implement the objectives of the national security and national counterterrorism strategies in accordance with its roles and capabilities. Other federal departments and agencies produce similar strategic plans.

While the cascading process of strategy formulation appears to work well, there is a critical shortcoming in the current process; there is no disciplined approach with adequate leadership and staffing to monitor the implementation of strategy and policy. Departments and agencies usually their performance reporting to congressional committees, generally not providing such reporting to the President and NSC other than in exceptional circumstances, and usually only in the context of annual budget submissions. Furthermore, there is no mechanism for ensuring that the various departments and agencies are working in concert. What is needed is an equivalent to the Eisenhower administration’s Operational Control Board (OCB), which can monitor and evaluate implementation for the President and the NSC.

To solve this problem, this study recommends the establishment of a new position, the Director of National Security Operations (DNSO), assisted at the departmental level by several newly authorized Under Secretaries of International Operations, supported by a small interagency staff, as the focal point for monitoring the implementation of national security strategy and policy and providing the NSC with operational updates.

The DNSO position would be a new Assistant to the Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs (ADAPNSA/DNSO), providing direct access to the President as a newly created senior staff position on the NSC staff, working directly for the Deputy National Security Adviser. It is unrealistic to assume that the Deputy National Security Advisor will have the time to personally manage implementation of strategy and policy, although that appears to be the current, temporary arrangement with the Deputy National Security Advisor overseeing a
newly created, small staff office in the NSC known as the Special Advisor for Policy Implementation and Execution. Nor will it be sufficient to simply direct the departments to monitor implementation and execution and to coordinate with one another and to integrate all their plans as National Security Presidential Directive 44 (NSPD 44) requires for reconstruction and stabilization operations. The creation of the DNSO position would allow one individual to focus on implementation while serving as a bridge between the departments and the President.

The Congress should authorize several new positions to be called Under Secretaries of International Operations to discharge the implementation function. At a minimum, Congress should mandate and resource these positions for the Departments of State, Defense, Treasury, Commerce and Homeland Security. These new positions would alleviate the pressure on the principals and their deputies, and existing Under Secretaries, who simply do not have the time to effectively monitor implementation given their other significant responsibilities, thereby expanding their span of control. To simply devolve these new responsibilities to the departments without authorizing such new senior positions would invite failure.

The primary responsibility of the proposed DNSO position and his staff would be to monitor, on a continuous basis, the implementation of national security and counterterrorism strategy and policy decisions of the President and to advise the President and the NSC on progress and problems in implementation. They would maintain visibility of all departmental plans, to include all COCOM contingency plans from the moment those plans are initiated. For example, the Secretary of Defense would notify the DNSO of any COCOM plans from the moment he directs their development, such as through the mechanism of the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), or when any COCOM commander (CCDR) announces that he intends to draft a plan on his own authority. The DNSO would ensure that all stakeholder agencies are informed of all planning efforts and that they advise the DNSO of the assets under their control that could potentially assist other agencies in planning or conducting operations. This would represent a significant improvement in the nation’s ability to integrate all the elements of national power toward common national security objectives. Just as DOD and the COCOMs would do in the example above, the other agencies would similarly inform the DNSO at the outset of their planning efforts.

The DNSO would then monitor the implementation and execution of all department and agency plans and incorporate them into a National Integrated Operations Plan (NIOP) that would provide a framework to synchronize all related interagency efforts for any given national security objective. The NIOP would be created from the bottom up and would not, at least in the near term, be driven top down as are current strategy and policy planning documents. For
example, the DNSO would integrate and support the development of operational plans by the Combatant Commands (COCOMs) and the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) but would not direct those actors in how to craft their plans. Guidance for these planning efforts would continue to emanate from the President, passing through the Cabinet principals to the combatant commanders, the NCTC and other planning agents. The President should outline in a presidential directive the DNSO’s responsibilities and the interagency coordination procedures required for all participating agencies.

**Closing the National Operational Planning and Execution Gap**

Even if strategy and policy emanating from the President and the National Security Council are well-crafted, those strategies and policies will be little more than mere exhortations if they are not effectively implemented. This is one of the major challenges today in the prosecution of the war on terror – implementing policy and strategy through operational planning and execution. While the current administration has clearly articulated logical ends, appropriate ways, and feasible means in our national security and counterterrorism strategies, the nation nevertheless is constrained by the existence of a pronounced gap in its ability to achieve truly integrated operational planning, execution and evaluation. This operational planning gap is a critical vulnerability that puts at risk the nation’s ability to achieve its strategic objectives. The gap is a major cause of the lack of interagency integration in national security operations.

Among the departments and agencies of the federal government, only DOD actually conducts detailed, complex operational planning. DOD attempts to include other elements of national power by including an Annex V in each of its COCOM plans. Annex V purports to indicate what tasks will be performed by departments and agencies other than those controlled by DOD. However, in reality the interagency tasks listed in COCOM plans are merely requests for support and lack authority to direct compliance. What is lacking is a high-level authority with the direct authority of the President who can task agencies to synchronize their operational capabilities with those of other agencies into national level plans.

The national operational planning gap could be resolved by the same mechanism recommended to monitor the implementation of national security strategy and policy, that is, the creation of a new position of Director of National Security Operations (DNSO). This position would provide an operational mirror to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI). The very existence of a DNSO could also provide a means to insulate the DNI from executive invitations to take excursions into policy advocacy and the concomitant risks of tainting intelligence analysis in order to support policy recommendations.
The DNSO would be charged with maintaining a continuous operational planning capability that fuses the plans and operations of the various departments and agencies in pursuit of national security and counterterrorism strategic objectives.

But creating interagency mechanisms will not be enough to ensure success. For example, there has been a consistent and pronounced failure of the various departments and agencies to fully staff existing interagency mechanisms such as the JIACGs and the NCTC. This reluctance can be traced to two factors: a failure on the part of Congress to authorize additional end-strength to the departments to meet these obligations and cultures within the departments that discourage assignments outside the parent organization. To allay fears of potential detailees the departments and agencies should make a concerted effort to reassure their employees that such an interagency assignment will be considered career enhancing. The President should direct compliance via presidential directive.

This essay further recommends that the President direct the implementation of the emerging DOD operational planning concepts of effects-based operations (EBO) and operational net assessment (ONA) for all federal departments and agencies tasked with operational planning responsibilities. The implementation of EBO would focus all elements of national power on a given node (i.e., an actor or asset), such as an enemy or friend, to achieve articulated effects through the application of various actions from various national means.\(^{21}\) “Effects-based operations are actions that change the state of a system to achieve directed policy aims using the integrated application of the diplomatic, informational, military and economic (DIME) instruments of national power.”\(^{22}\) EBO also includes a methodology for evaluation using measures of performance (did we do things right) and measures of effectiveness (did we do the right thing). “Operational net assessment [ONA] is the integration of people, processes, and tools that use multiple information sources and collaborative analysis to build shared knowledge of the adversary, the environment, and ourselves.”\(^{23}\)

In the short-term, the implementation of EBO and ONA should be implemented in support of the DNSO and the NCTC in order to jumpstart the implementation of these planning methodologies in the organizations with the greatest need and most pressing responsibilities. This effort would begin with these entities both because of pressing operational requirements that would benefit by use of EBO and ONA and also as a proof-of-principle in anticipation of expanding this effort to the wider interagency. The President should direct the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) to task SOCOM to provide a small cadre of operational planners to support NCTC until that organization no longer needs operational planning assistance and to also task
Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) to provide training in the use of EBO and ONA for NCTC and the DNSO and his staff.

Enhancing Selected Existing Interagency Operational Counterterrorism Capabilities

Interagency Counterterrorism Capabilities Led by the State Department

The U.S. Department of State (State) is the lead federal agency for combating terrorism overseas. State has a number of tools for accomplishing this mission. This essay focuses on two: U.S. country teams led by the chief of mission (COM) in over 250 diplomatic posts in 180 countries abroad and the Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism (S/CT).

U.S. chiefs of mission (COMs) and their interagency country teams play a critical role in applying U.S. elements of power abroad and leveraging the assets of America’s international partners. This latter task is critical to success in the GWOT. For example, two of the most important actions in the GWOT to date were the capture by Pakistani authorities of Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the mastermind of the 9-11 attacks, and of the apprehension of Indonesian terrorist Himbali by Thai law enforcement. The very fact that America’s terrorist enemies are operating on a global arena requires us to use all means at our disposal and this must include enhancing the capabilities, and optimizing the contributions, of America’s international partners. America’s international partners are critical force multipliers on an order of magnitude given our limited resources.

U.S. country teams apply the skills of interagency experts to prevent and respond to the consequences of terrorist activities and to identify, locate and conduct direct action against terrorists when possible. Most country teams include members of the intelligence community, federal law enforcement, the military and others. However, interagency assets assigned to U.S. country teams are rather thin, often consisting of a single representative from a given department or agency. The nation has learned from responding to crises that augmentation may be necessary. For example, in the wake of a number of different terrorist acts the U.S. has sent teams of FBI agents, Treasury Department financial experts, additional intelligence officers, and consequence management experts from various departments and agencies to augment the U.S. country team. What the nation has not done sufficiently to counter international terror networks is to augment U.S. country teams with additional experts for long-term operations as proactive vice reactionary measures.

This essay recommends that the President direct the State Department, in concert with the other USG departments and agencies, to conduct a requirements analysis that examines the need to significantly augment U.S. country teams for such long-term operations with an
emphasis on expanding the capabilities that are so urgently needed to counteract terrorist networks to include law enforcement, intelligence and counterterrorist financing. Congress would be enjoined to authorize and appropriate the necessary personnel and funds to carry out this mandate that could provide a significant boost to America’s ability to prevent terrorist acts by disrupting terrorist networks abroad before they attain the capability to act. However, such a requirements analysis is likely to take over a year to complete and even longer to implement with congressional approval. Therefore, an interim solution is also proposed: the creation by presidential directive of a National Interagency Task Force (NIATF) that would pool enough experts from throughout the federal government to augment either U.S. chiefs of mission (COMs) or combatant commander (CCDR) operating at the front lines of the war on terror.

When not deployed operationally, the NIATF could operate under the control of the NCTC for counterterrorism missions to underscore its central, albeit emerging, role in fusing intelligence and operations in the war on terror. The DNSO could then direct the task organization of NIATF personnel in support of COMs, under chief of mission authority, as enhanced country teams, or in support of COCOMs in the form of Joint Interagency Task Forces (JIATFs) under the direct control of the CCDR. The NIATF could also support other agencies in national security mission areas other than counterterrorism. For example, NIATF personnel could be detailed to State’s Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization (S/CSR) to form integrated interagency teams for security, stabilization, transition and reconstruction (SSTR) missions. The key is that habitual relationships, supported by early and continuous participation in planning, training and exercises will enhance success in the field. These developments may require, as in the case of NCTC, an expansion of current missions.

Chiefs of mission also have access to external support to carry out the mandate to bolster partner capabilities: the State Department’s own Antiterrorism Assistance (ATA) program and the long-standing tradition of using U.S. special operations forces (SOF) to train host nation militaries. The ATA program is coordinated by the State Department’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DSS) and uses State, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and other government agency (OGA) personnel to provide counterterrorism training to selected foreign governments in five areas: law enforcement; protection of national leadership; control of borders; protection of critical infrastructure, and crisis management. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) provides key support to this program. The program is highly prized by the recipient nations and U.S. chiefs of mission. However, current congressional funding only allows State to deliver this program to 12 countries annually. Furthermore, when the training is done, the ATA trainers
This essay recommends that Congress significantly enhance the ATA program by increasing funding from $5 million to at least $50 million annually to increase the number of countries serviced to 30-40 annually and to permit a stay-behind capability for the countries posing the greatest terrorist threats to U.S. security interests.29

Title 22 of the U.S. Code authorizes a Coordinator for Counterterrorism.30 His staff forms the Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism (S/CT).31 S/CT executes key U.S. government counterterrorism responsibilities. For example, S/CT designates terrorist organizations and supporters of terrorism, selects countries for assistance via the ATA program, conducts diplomatic engagement, sets policy for the Terrorist Interdiction Program (TIP), leads the interagency Foreign Emergency Support Team (FEST), and provides friends and allies with counterterrorism finance training and assistance.32

The FEST, established by National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 207 in 1986, is an interagency team that can deploy on short notice to U.S. diplomatic missions abroad to support chiefs of mission during times of crisis.33 The FEST provides robust, worldwide and secure telecommunications capabilities and interagency personnel and equipment assets tailored to the crisis as determined by the chief of mission. Once deployed, the FEST interagency team works directly for the chief of mission.

S/CT also participates in the interagency hostage working group and serves as the co-chair for the USG interagency working group that leads USG Olympic Games security planning and execution. This interagency working group is known as the Interagency Athletic Event Security Coordination Group (IAESCG). The FEST and the IAESCG have established track records in real-world operations as well as in interagency training but have not been the subjects of external evaluation by the Government Accounting Office (GAO), participating agencies or academics. Such an evaluation is long overdue and Congress should direct the GAO to conduct such a study both to benchmark factors of success and to identify opportunities for improvement. Both the FEST and the IAESCG are examples of interagency organizations that permit interagency members to work directly for their parent organization with only occasional, but regular, participation in these interagency fora. But both are also examples of successful organizations built on clear agency responsibilities, habitual relationships over time, and excellent leadership. Initial research into possible improvements should include a focus on resourcing gaps. For example, Olympic security support almost always identifies unique funding requirements for each Olympic Games that are not included in any particular agency’s annual budget.
Interagency Counterterrorism Capabilities Led by the Defense Department

The Department of Defense (DOD) employs both conventional and unconventional forces in the war on terror either directly under the command of the geographic combatant commanders (GCCs) as in the case of major combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, under the direct command of the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) in direct actions against terrorists worldwide, or under the direction of the chief of mission with DOD personnel operating from U.S. missions abroad.

One important initiative to achieve interagency integration in support of combatant commanders has been the development of Joint Interagency Coordination Groups (JIACGs). JIACGs provide experts, detailed from other government agencies, usually for three-year tours, to support COCOM operations advising them on how to coordinate with their parent agencies. JIACGs are now authorized and operating at all the combatant commands. However, there are several limitations on JIACG activities.

The three most important are the proscriptions by the Secretary of Defense, through guidance from the Joint Staff, against “making policy, tasking non-DOD personnel, or altering lines of authority and coordination channels already in place.” For the most part, these limitations are prudent and, indeed, necessary. The other departments must have assurances that their voices will be heard prior to presidential approval of national plans and operations. However, the proscription against direct tasking, while logical in most instances, is misguided during certain field operations. Departments should understand that fast-paced field actions do not always lend themselves to checking with the home office and some limited circumstances must enable direct cross-agency tasking. The CENTCOM JIACG learned this lesson in Afghanistan and Iraq. Departments can, and should, grant such limited authority for the COCOM to directly task interagency personnel during operations in the field.

The use of special operations forces (SOF) personnel to train foreign military forces is a long-standing core competency of SOF and is authorized by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. US SOF provide training to foreign partners primarily through three existing programs: Foreign Internal Defense (FID); the International Military Education and Training (IMET) and Joint Combined Exchange and Training (JCET) programs. Due to their enormous value, these programs should be sustained in spite of the current high operational tempo (OPTEMPO) of SOF forces conducting combat and GWOT operations around the globe. To compensate for current and potential future shortages of available SOF personnel for these missions due to operational deployments, DOD should use highly qualified former SOF contractors, who are...
available in significant numbers, to perform these missions under the control of SOCOM and/or the Theater Special Operations Commands (TSOCs).\textsuperscript{39}

**Establishing Enablers of Interagency Integration**

This essay proposes establishing new enablers of interagency integration in five areas: determining and resourcing interagency staffing requirements; establishing a National Security University (NSU); reorganizing and expanding the National Exercise Program (NEP); institutionalizing interagency support of combatant command (COCOM) exercises; and establishing interagency interoperability in shared communications for planning and operations.

**Determining and Supporting Interagency Staffing Requirements**

Current methods of staffing interagency assignments must be reexamined and modified. These assignments all too often are ad hoc and temporary and, worse, often go unfulfilled.\textsuperscript{40} In many cases, interagency assignments are viewed by the participants as having adverse impacts on their careers. This makes it difficult to attract the most qualified people for these assignments. Furthermore, most interagency assignments are not supported by increased staffing levels and funding by congress. These staffing problems exist in a number of organizations that rely on interagency staffing of key positions including the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) and the COCOM JIACGs.\textsuperscript{41} The President should direct review of interagency assignments and seek congressional approval to increase department and agency staffing and funding for these assignments.

Congress may even wish to review a finding of the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) which proposed establishing service in interagency assignments as prerequisites for promotion to senior civil service and senior executive service positions within DOD, much as Congress required uniformed officers to complete joint assignments as a prerequisite to achieving general or flag officer rank, and consider extending such a requirement to other departments and agencies.\textsuperscript{42} This essay recommends that Congress study this question but falls short of endorsing the CSIS recommendation, cautioning that other non-DOD agencies may not have sufficient personnel to warrant such a restrictive barrier to promotion.

This essay does, however, strongly endorse the CSIS recommendation for Congress to create a 10 per cent float for each agency to permit schooling and other developmental assignments while simultaneously enabling them to fill required positions.\textsuperscript{43}

This essay also recommends that Congress authorize a new category of federal employees known as National Security Officers (NSOs), modeled after the Foreign Service Office (FSO) corps of the State Department, who could perform duties across the interagency. \textsuperscript{44}
Just as with State’s FSO program, the NSO program would employ highly selective entry criteria and as with DOD professional development programs, would include significant training and educational gates throughout the NSO’s career. NSOs could be assigned to various agencies throughout their careers, thereby sharing best practices across agencies and inculcating an interagency culture through the USG. For example, a key objective of this program could be to spread expertise in operational planning throughout the USG where it exists largely only in DOD today.

Establishing a National Security University (NSU)

One obstacle to achieving a culture of interagency collaboration is the paucity of interagency educational opportunities. This essay proposes the creation of a National Security University (NSU) to provide a world-class educational experience for USG employees with national security responsibilities. Such an effort would require a substantial commitment of resources but the return on investment would likely be extraordinary. The NSU could provide educational and training opportunities for junior to executive level employees of the federal government.

The NSU could be modeled after DOD’s senior service colleges and should have a world-class faculty drawn from the various departments and agencies as well as academia. The NSU should be located in the National Capitol Region (NCR) to enhance access to decision makers and senior national security leaders. Finally, the design of the NSU should be accomplished with the participation of every organization with a stake in the enterprise and DOD’s role should be limited to a supporting one.

In order to further enhance interagency support for this concept, NSU leadership positions should be rotated among all the departments and agencies. The development of the NSU will require substantial funding. One course of action to limit this funding would be to convert DOD’s National Defense University (NDU) to the NSU. Such a change should not be approved without DOD support. This innovation would require presidential and congressional support.

Establishing Authoritative Guidelines for Interagency Coordination

Despite the fact that interagency coordination is not a new concept, there is very little written in the way of guidance for how to do it. Various presidential directives have altered the organization of the NSC and these documents have established some procedures for the conduct of meetings and the production of documents. But a review of the literature reveals that the only extant guidance exists in the form Joint Publication 3-08, Interagency Coordination during Joint Operations.
These Joint Staff guidelines are very practical and could well serve as a basis for establishing authoritative guidelines for interagency coordination at the national level. However, it is worth noting that some of these guidelines are actually in conflict with one another. For example, *JP 3-08* notes that “Interagency forums established early at the operational level will enable close and constructive dialogue between the engaged agencies.” Yet it also requires that COCOMs achieve consensus before engaging the interagency. These two guidelines clearly conflict. The Secretary of Defense should direct the Joint Staff to revise *JP 3-08* to emphasize early coordination. The SECDEF should expressly direct the elimination of the requirement to complete DOD planning prior to taking those plans to the interagency for coordination at the action officer level. The requirement for staffing of plans already in place by the NSC, and mentioned above, provide the principals the final review prior to presidential approval and protect agency interests.

Reorganizing and Expanding the National Exercise Program (NEP)

Presidential guidance to the interagency is also needed to reorganize and expand the National Exercise Program (NEP). The NEP provides a forum for federal, state and local exercises for weapons of mass destruction (WMD) consequence management training through the national Top Officials (TOPOFF) exercise series. Two specific recommendations are made here to reorganize and expand the NEP. First, the NEP should be reorganized by placing the DNSO in an oversight role while maintaining program execution by the Department of Justice (DOJ) which has done an outstanding job in reaching out to the interagency and state and local authorities in managing this program. This would allow the DNSO to direct the participation of various agencies, set program training objectives and provide presidential support for resourcing by Congress. This change in exercise oversight would enable training exercises to be synchronized with operational requirements by the same high level official, the DNSO, responsible for national security operational planning.

Second, the NEP should be expanded to include counterterrorism and all-hazards crisis management exercises in addition to its current weapons of mass destruction (WMD) consequence management portfolio. One of the lessons learned from the TOPOFF 3 exercise conducted in March 2005 illustrates the value of these exercises. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) sent a senior watch officer (SWO) from the Homeland Security Operations Center (HSOC) to serve as a liaison officer (LNO) to the U.S. Embassy in London during this exercise. The DHS SWO established continuous communications with the HSOC in Washington, DC, and this effort identified a number of contacts made by the Government of the
United Kingdom to U.S. officials in the United States that were made without the knowledge of
the chief of mission in London. The DHS SWO identified that the British Home Office had
spoken, on several occasions, to the Secretary of Homeland Security and that certain
commitments were being made by the U.S. government without consulting or informing the chief
of mission in London or the State Department in Washington, D.C. This lesson learned instilled
in the participants an appreciation for the need to establish interagency information sharing,
especially in a crisis management situation where time-sensitive requirements can cause well-
tentioned and experienced actors to inadvertently bypass other key USG actors.

Institutionalizing Interagency Support of COCOM Counterterrorism Exercises

DOD and the services have a long-standing tradition of conducting realistic training
exercises. Indeed, this is a core military competency and well-ingrained in all the service
cultures. The same cannot be said for the other departments and agencies of the federal
government, especially State. This needs to change.

The geographic combatant commands (GCCs) and USSOCOM are required by
CONPLAN 0300 to conduct counterterrorism exercises ranging from Level 1 exercises focused
on the COCOM staff to Level 3 full-scale field training exercises. Level 3 exercises are
required once every three years. USSOCOM actually conducts Level 3 exercises semi-
annually.

Interagency support to COCOM exercises is entirely voluntary. What is lacking and
needed is presidential-level direction to support such exercises. Currently, Level 3 exercises for
the GCCs receive robust, yet frequently inconsistent, support from the interagency to include
deployment of the State-led, interagency Foreign Emergency Support Team (FEST).
Interagency representatives support COCOM forces on the ground as exercise participants and
on the Joint Exercise Control Group (JECG) providing exercise support writing realistic
scenarios and serving as role players and controllers. Level 3 exercises also involve the direct
participation of U.S. chiefs of mission and their respective country teams. But not all
departments and agencies participate as frequently or with the necessary qualified personnel as
would be desired. The President should direct interagency participation and establish this
effort as a national priority.

Establishing Interagency Interoperability in Shared Communications for Planning and
Operations

Interagency integration is challenged by the continued absence of interoperable
communications systems, decision support hardware, and software shared across the
interagency. These problems are particularly acute at U.S. missions abroad which have suffered from inadequate funding for years.\textsuperscript{56} This problem must be addressed with a sense of urgency.\textsuperscript{57}

The absence of communications interoperability adds significant risk in achieving national security objectives. It increases the likelihood of miscommunications by slowing or even preventing the passing of critical information for decision makers.

To correct these deficiencies, the President should direct the completion of the necessary requirements analysis across the federal government and congress should authorize and fund the correction of this strategic interagency planning and operational fault line. A tool of proven value that is available immediately is DOD’s Collaborative Information Environment (CIE) in use at each of the COCOMs today.\textsuperscript{58} The fielding of CIE would permit departments and agencies to conduct real-time coordination using a robust and secure communications network to enhance situational awareness and to achieve a common operating picture (COP) among all participating departments and agencies. This effort should be done throughout the interagency and on a world-wide basis for U.S. missions abroad. Congress should provide the necessary authorization and funding as a priority item in the FY 2008 budget.

Conclusions

This essay has examined a number of issues challenging our ability to enhance interagency integration for the war on terror. The major findings are that the nation needs to develop a structure and process to monitor implementation of strategy and policy as well as a mechanism to permit interagency operational planning and execution. The essay also identifies opportunities to enhance existing capabilities and recommends the establishment of new capabilities to enable interagency integration for the GWOT. Fortunately, the departments and agencies appear to be converging in their policy and strategy statements regarding the need to improve unity of government effort in pursuit of national security and counterterrorism objectives. DOD, which will be a leading partner in these activities, with its acknowledged expertise is operational planning and execution and as the largest and most well-funded of the departments, appears fully ready to assume an active role in supporting the interagency in its efforts to enhance integration in planning and execution as evidenced by the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review Report (QDR) which devotes an entire chapter to “Achieving Unity of Effort” within the U.S. government in pursuit of the nation’s national security objectives.\textsuperscript{59} Indeed, the 2006 QDR specifically advocates DOD’s role in supporting its international as well its interagency partners.\textsuperscript{60}
Clearly, these recommendations will require a great deal of serious thought and bipartisan support by the President and Congress and will demand an investment of national treasure, but the return on investment will likely be high and truly enhance America’s ability to integrate effectively all the elements of national power in pursuit of the nation’s national security strategy and to ultimately win the war on terror.
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